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The manufacturer's certificate of origin (MCO), also known as the manufacturer's statement on origin, is a specified document certifying the country of origin of certain goods required for tariff purposes by foreign countries. Sometimes it is necessary to sign the consulate of the country to which it is designated. Proof of
origin certifies that the goods are exported from the United States of America to Canada or Mexico or from Canada or Mexico to the United States shall be considered as originating goods for the purpose of preferential tariff treatment under the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Kit vehicles mco specifically
indicate that the vehicle is a glider set or kit vehicle. If the applicant does not have mco, the vehicle must be upgraded as a vehicle titled and registered. See also Bill of sale Certificate of title Financing Statement Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) References 19 CFR § 181.11 External links to the American Association
of Motor Vehicle Administrators: MCO AAMVA recommendations mcos This business-related article is a dead end. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte from Manufacturer's certificate of origin /manufacturer's statement of origin (MCO/MSO) can be prepared at the factory, assembly plant or business by an
authorized manufacturer. All forms of mco/mso, with the exception of off-road equipment, should be presented in identical forms and shall include the following: name and address of the manufacturer. Make, identification number, annual model and vehicle series or model name. Date to which the producer's ownership
was transferred and signature of the manufacturer's representative (signature stamp acceptable). Transfers made in the room provided for in the MCO/MSO need not be notarised, even if a notarised room is provided. While variations are available, MCO/MSO should be: 7 x 11 size, 60-pound paper stock or equivalent
durability, and printed safety features that include: Sensitized security paper without the added optical lightening, which does not fluoresce under ultraviolet radiation. Engraved border and prismatic rainbow printing with a copy of the emptiness pantograph (when copying a document, the word void appears). Two complex
colours (paints developed by two or more mixtures of primary colours and black) and two safety threads with or without watermark and/or in-depth printing, with or without a hidden image, and/or a safety laminate. Dubbed mco/mso -duplicated copy mco/mso issued by mco/mso is an acceptable proof of ownership. The
front of the document shall clearly bear a Duplicate, shall bear the same security features as the original and shall contain identical descriptive information, with the exception of the date of issue, as in the original mco/mso. All discrepancies cancel the duplicate. MSO extensions – any the front of the document must
clearly indicate the continuation and shall bear the same security features as the original. The continuation must be used together with the original certificate. The glow of the car image by Steven Husk from Fotolia.com manufacturer's statement of origin, sometimes referred to as the manufacturer's certificate of origin, is
the certification of a brand new vehicle by the manufacturer. This is necessary in some countries to register your new vehicle with the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV). However, this is not a federal requirement, so you should first determine whether your state requires it by contacting your local DMV office. Ask the
car dealership for a copy of the manufacturer's proof of origin before leaving the sale if you buy the car in person and in your country. Buying a new vehicle from a state other than yours may mean that you must ask the manufacturer to send you a proof of origin. If you are not buying a vehicle but are considering the
production of a new motor vehicle, contact the American Association of Motor Administrators (AAMVA). Certification cannot be created yourself – only the manufacturer or dealer of the vehicle can do so. However, you can get help with AAMVA if you find that you are having trouble getting a certificate. If the new vehicle
is not sold by a licensed California dealer and an application for registration of a new vehicle (REG 397) has been submitted, all applications for initial registration and/or name of new vehicles and motorcycles shall include a manufacturer's certificate/statement of origin (MCO/MSO). It does not cover a direct import
vehicle or a specially constructed (SPCNS) vehicle made in such a way as to resemble a recognised product. See 12. MCO/MSO may be manufactured in a factory, assembly plant or in an establishment authorised by the manufacturer. All producer organisations/producer organisations, except for off-road equipment,
should be presented in identical formats and include the following: the name and address of the manufacturer. Make, identification number, type of bodywork, annual model and vehicle series or model name. The date to be handed over from the manufacturer and the signature of the manufacturer's representative
(signature stamp acceptable). Mco/MS room redeterminations do not have to be notarised in California, even if it is notarised. While variations are available, MCO/MSO usually is: 7 x 11 size, paper stock sixty (60) pound offset or equivalent durability, and printed safety features that include: Sensitised security paper
without added optical bleaches that do not fluoresce under ultraviolet radiation. Engraved border and prismatic rainbow printing with Copy Void Pantograph (the word void appears when copying the document). Two complex colors (colors developed using a mixture of two or more basic colours and black) and two safety
threads with or without watermarks and/or in-depth printing, with or without a hidden image, and/or a safety laminate. Dubbed mco/mso – A duplicate copy of the mso data item issued by the manufacturer is acceptable to prove ownership. The front of the document shall clearly bear a Duplicate, shall have the same
security features as the original mso and shall contain identical descriptive information, except the date of issue, as the original mso. All discrepancies cancel the duplicate. A copy of the original is not acceptable. MSO continuation Any continuation of mso must clearly be on the continuation side of the document and
contain the same security features as the original. Continuation should be used with the original MSO. New MSO registration vehicle If a new vehicle is sold by a dealer other than a California dealer and the vehicle is never registered or recorded in any country or country, it is required: the duly completed application title
or Registration (REG 343) Manufacturer's certificate/statement of origin (MCO/MSO) has been duly approved by the purchaser. Sales invoices are allowed instead of mco/mso confirmation page(s). Verification of the vehicle, unless the vehicle meets the verification exemption conditions (see below). Mass certificate for
cargo vehicles weighing less than 10,001 pounds. If the mass of the vehicle is at least 10 000 pounds or the PTI programme is a trailer, an estimated unladen mass, which may be shown in the facts l (REG 256), is required. Declaration of maximum mass/laden mass of the vehicle (REG 4008). Completed and signed
owner in the case of a commercial vehicle weighing 6001 pounds or more of an unladen mass (not required for pick-up). Certification of smog, where appropriate. Fees to be paid from the date of first use in California. Verification of vehicles Derogations Verification of the vehicle not required: a new trailer purchased in a
second state and eligible to register under the Permanent Trailer Identification Programme (PTI) programme, provided that the trailer has never been registered. The trailer has not been modified, modified or assembled. The approved manufacturer's certificate/certificate of origin (MCO/MSO) shall be presented for the
whole trailer. A new commercial vehicle purchased in another country as a complete vehicle or an incomplete vehicle with a new authority added to make a complete vehicle: the vehicle has never registered or issued an IRP registration in California or has only been granted IRP registration in the last 60 days. The
vehicle has not been modified, modified or set from the manufacturer's certificate/statement of origin (MCO/MSO). The unladen mass of the vehicle is 6,001 pounds or more. The vehicle meets California emissions standards. AND the guaranteed manufacturer's certificate of origin (MCO/MSO) is A (complete) vehicle or
fixed mco/mso is provided by both the cab/chassis and bodywork (REG 256) owner who certifies the vehicle was not built on any used part and provided a bodywork type model (BTM) for a vehicle that does not meet California emission standards. Standards.
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